
We would like to tell you more.
Arrange an appointment today!
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the easy way 
to get 
smooth skin



High energy radial shockwaves

High energy radial shockwaves 
were adapted to efficiently treat 
cosmetic conditions, especially 
tissue and muscles weakness and 
cellulite.  
The exceptional advantages are:  
- painless treatment
- no downtime after treatment
- noninvasive treatment
- visible results
- long lasting effects
- clinically approved

Your way to get 
a perfect body:
Visible results in 
just a few weeks

Visible results on the abdomen, legs and buttocks

To treat cellulite, Z Wave transmits powerful shockwaves into the tissue. 
Due to this technology, it is now possible to treat the weakness of the 
connective tissue on the abdomen, upper arm and cellulite on the legs and 
buttocks quickly, gently and very effectively. In one study, the thigh circum-
ference was reduced up to 7 % (4,3 cm).



before treatment after treatment

before treatment after treatment

Is this treatment painful?

No, quite the contrary.  
Many patients say this treat-
ment feels similar to a relaxing 
massage.

How quickly are the changes 
visible?

Clear changes can be seen 
after only 2-3 sessions. Your skin 
will get smoother and noticeable 
firmer. 
It usually takes 6 to 10 sessions to 
complete the treatment.

Are the results long-lasting?

Regular refresher sessions, 
exercise and a balanced diet will 
ensure long-lasting results.



before treatment after treatment

Studies have shown that a 
shockwave treatment directly 
after CryolipolyseTM and other 
applications for fat reduction can 
almost double the treatment effects 
with regard to fat reduction. 
Please ask for the various
combinations to improve fat
reduction & skin tightening at 
the same time.

The Difference between 
hand massage  vs. Z Wave Pro

Foto Courtesy of Dr. John Shieh, South Pasadena, CA
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Cryolipolysis™ 
with 4 weekly 
Z Wave treatments

Cryolipolysis™ 
with initial massage

Cryolipolysis™ v.s. Cryolipolysis™ and ZWave 
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Shockwave applications:

- Cellulite
- Skin tightening
- Aesthetic scar treatment
- Lymphatic drainage suppor t
- Stretch marks
- Weakness of the muscles and connective tissue

and in combination with Soft Laser, Radiofrequency, Ultrasound
and Cryolipolysis™ for better and faster fat reduction.


